Harnessing demographic differences in organizations: What moderates the effects of workplace diversity?
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Summary

To account for the double-edged nature of demographic workplace diversity (i.e., relational demography, work group diversity, and organizational diversity) effects on social integration, performance, and well-being-related variables, research has moved away from simple main effect approaches and started examining variables that moderate these effects. While there is no shortage of primary studies of the conditions under which diversity leads to positive or negative outcomes, it remains unclear which contingency factors make it work. Using the Categorization-Elaboration Model as our theoretical lens, we review variables moderating the effects of workplace diversity on social integration, performance, and well-being outcomes, focusing on factors that organizations and managers have control over (i.e., strategy, unit design, human resource, leadership, climate/culture, and individual differences). We point out avenues for future research and conclude with practical implications. Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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The business case for diversity holds that when workplace diversity (i.e., relational demography, work group diversity, and organizational diversity) works, it benefits the organization through more innovations, better decision-making, a larger talent pool, and a wider customer base (Cox, 1993). However, diversity does not always work, being linked to lower employee morale (Tsui, Egan, & O’Reilly, 1992), more conflicts (Jehn, Northcraft, & Neale, 1999), and poorer job performance (Chatman, Polzer, Barsade, & Neale, 1998). To account for this double-edged nature of diversity, research has moved away from simple main effect approaches and started investigating variables that moderate the effects of diversity on social integration, well-being, and performance related variables (cf. Joshi, Liao, & Roh, 2011; van Knippenberg & Schippers, 2007). While there is no shortage of primary studies of the conditions under which diversity leads to positive or negative outcomes, it remains unclear which contingency factors make it work (Guillaume, Dawson, Woods, Sacramento, & West, 2013). In the literature, there are many examples of predicted moderators for which empirical support was not found, often leaving managers and organizations perplexed about how to manage diversity effectively (Avery & McKay, 2010).

To clarify the issue, meta-analytic reviews (e.g., Guillaume, Brodbeck, & Riketta, 2012; Joshi & Roh, 2009; Thatcher & Patel, 2011; van Dijk, van Engen, & van Knippenberg, 2012) are of limited use because they are bound by their methodology to the investigation of contextual and methodological moderators derived from study characteristics (e.g., industry setting, study setting, diversity type, diversity operationalization, team type, team longevity, etc.)
team interdependence, team size, and task type). They can say very little about moderator variables examined within studies (e.g., diversity climate, transformational leadership, or diversity beliefs) because the coefficients of interaction terms are not generally comparable between studies because of differing study design (Peterson & Brown, 2005), and conditional effects are often difficult to derive and interpret based on these metrics (cf. Kristof-Brown, Zimmerman, & Johnson, 2005). Similarly, earlier qualitative reviews either did not look at moderating variables (e.g., Joshi et al., 2011) or were restricted by the number of primary studies available (e.g., van Knippenberg & Schippers, 2007). No review is available that evaluates what management practices moderate the effects of diversity (cf. Avery & McKay, 2010). The aim of our paper is therefore to take stock and provide a comprehensive and up-to-date qualitative review of variables moderating the effects of diversity on social integration, performance, and well-being-related variables, focusing on factors that organizations and managers have control over. In the following, we outline the scope of our review, define key variables, review the literature on what moderates diversity effects, discuss the implications of our findings for theory and practice, and point out future directions for research in this arena.

**Scope of the Review**

In line with research in workplace demography (Joshi et al., 2011), we apply the term workplace diversity to any form that relational demography (i.e., individual level dissimilarity from peers), work group diversity, and organizational diversity may take (e.g., separation, variety, and disparity, Harrison & Klein, 2007; actual and perceived, Harrison, Price, Gavin, & Florey, 2002; faultlines, Lau & Murnighan, 1998). We subsume research in top management team (TMT) diversity under organizational diversity because of its focus on organizational level outcomes (cf. Joshi et al., 2011). Our review focuses on demographic attributes, such as gender, race/ethnicity, age, tenure, education, and functional background, because of their relevance and importance to research and organizations (cf. Williams & O’Reilly, 1998). Grounded in the social categorization/similarity attraction perspective and the information/decision-making perspective, research in workplace diversity has mainly looked at two broad sets of outcome variables: social integration variables (e.g., conflict, cohesion, and attachment) and performance-related variables (e.g., organizational performance, work group performance and innovation, and individual in-role and extra-role performances; cf. Joshi et al., 2011). More recently, research in workplace diversity building on the social categorization perspective has also started examining employee’s well-being-related variables, such as stress and health (e.g., Wegge, Roth, Kanfer, Neubach, & Schmidt, 2008). Accordingly, our review investigates what moderates the effects of workplace diversity on performance, social integration, and employee well-being variables.

To access the relevant literature, we conducted a manual search of the latest qualitative and quantitative reviews on work group and organizational diversity (Joshi et al., 2011; Joshi & Roh, 2009; Thatcher & Patel, 2011; van Dijk et al., 2012; van Knippenberg & Schippers, 2007; Williams & O’Reilly, 1998) as well as on relational demography (Guillaume et al., 2012; Joshi et al., 2011). To identify further studies, we searched relevant databases (ISIWeb of Knowledge, PsycInfo, and ABI/INFORM) for empirical quantitative studies that looked at the moderated effects of workplace diversity (i.e., relational demography, work group diversity, and organizational diversity) on social integration, performance, and health-related outcomes and were published or in press in peer reviewed journals. We included studies that examined higher-order interactions and studies that treated workplace diversity variables as a moderator rather than an independent variable, as long as the results could be re-interpreted as a moderated workplace diversity effect. We also discuss the findings of previous meta-analyses if relevant. As our review is intended to inform organizations and managers about how to manage workplace diversity effectively, we only included studies that examined moderating variables over which organizations and managers have control. While analysis of the papers that we found did not reveal any obvious structure into which the moderators fell, we tried to organize them into substantial themes that occur in the diversity management literature (Avery & McKay, 2010; Guillaume, Dawson, et al., 2014). Accordingly, we categorized moderating variables into the following groups: strategy, unit design, human resource (HR) practices, climate and culture, leadership, and individual differences.
Based on Chandler’s seminal work, we define strategy as “the determination of the basic long-term goals and objectives of an enterprise, and the adoption of courses of action and the allocation of resources necessary for carrying out these goals” (1962, p. 13).

Because a fit between environmental conditions and organizational capabilities/resources is critical to organizational performance (cf. Richard, 2000), we have also subsumed studies under this category, which examined environmental characteristics, such as change, instability, uncertainty, complexity, and customer demographic diversity. In line with Cohen and Bailey, we define unit design as “those features of the task, group, and organization that can be directly manipulated by managers to create the conditions for effective performance” (1997, p. 243) and differentiate between composition design (e.g., size, demographics, type of diversity, and faultline strength) and task design variables (e.g., task characteristics, type of team, interdependence, collocation, autonomy, empowerment, decentralization, meeting informality, and decision support systems). As effective unit design has been found to be contingent on lifecycle/temporal variables, such as group member tenure, team longevity, and time (cf. Hackman & Wageman, 2005), we also subsumed these variables under unit design. Based on the HR management literature, we refer to HR practices as a set of internally consistent policies and practices, such as staffing, training, appraisals, rewards, and promotions, designed and implemented to ensure that a firm’s human capital contribute to the achievement of its business objectives (Delery & Doty, 1996). We adopt the broad definitions of climate and culture given by Schneider and Barbera (2014), who refer to climate as the meaning employees attach to the policies, practices, and procedures and the behaviors that get rewarded, supported, and expected at work; whereas culture is the meaning employees derive about the basic assumptions, values, and beliefs that underlie their experiences at work. As climate has been conceptualized both in terms of aggregated scores and individual perceptions (Ostroff, Kinicki, & Muhammad, 2012), we include both unit-level measurements and individual-level measurements of climate in this category. We define leadership as “the ability of an individual to influence, motivate, and enable others to contribute toward the effectiveness and success of the organizations of which they are members” (House, Hanges, Javidan, Dorfman, & Gupta, 2004, p. 15) and include studies in this category that looked at leader characteristics, leadership styles, or leader–follower relationship. Further, we refer to individual differences as generalized attitudes, motivational or cognitive styles, and personality traits. We also included cognitive ability and skills in this category. These variables are therefore differentiated from attitudes or perceptions that are linked to a specific workplace feature (e.g., climate perceptions).

Although climate is often understood to include perceptions of HR practices and strategy, we kept it separate from actual strategy and actual HR practices because climate, strategy, and HR practices are often thought to be conceptually distinct and influenced by different people in an organization (Ostroff et al., 2012). Strategy is shaped by top management and informs HR practices; HR practices are established by HR management, and both are implemented by line managers and influence climate. Individual differences might be subsumed under unit design because of their implications for selection and group composition. However, we differentiate variables under these headings according to the means by which managers influence them. Managers have control over unit design through composing, directing, and shaping work groups (i.e., task, work, and structure management). Individual differences by contrast are within the scope of managerial control through recruiting, selecting, and developing individual group members (i.e., personnel management) (Woods, Lievens, De Fruyt, & Wille, 2013). We have subsumed demographic variables under unit design because they are often associated with status differences (e.g., in organizations White and men are often accorded higher status), and status differences are shaped by the status hierarchy of an organization which is, at least to some extent, under the control of structure management (cf. Chattopadhyay, Tluchowska, & George, 2004). We did not include studies that examined identification or affective commitment (e.g., Randel & Jaussi, 2003; Van Der Vegt & Bunderson, 2005), salience (e.g., Randel, 2002), diversity experiences that take place outside of the organization (e.g., Lau & Murnighan, 2005), person-group fit (e.g., Elfenbein & O’Reilly, 2007), and board of director diversity (Hafsi & Turgut, 2013) as a moderator of workplace diversity effects as these variables did not fall into any of the categories and, if at all, are only under the indirect control of managers (e.g., managers might facilitate identification via leadership).
What Moderates the Effects of Workplace Diversity?

The Categorization-Elaboration Model (CEM; van Knippenberg, De Dreu, & Homan, 2004) is the only comprehensive model of the contingencies of work group diversity effects, which is well supported by empirical evidence (e.g., Homan et al., 2008; Homan, Van Knippenberg, Van Kleef, & De Dreu, 2007; Kearney & Gebert, 2009; Kearney, Gebert, & Voelpel, 2009; see also van Dijk et al., 2012). Other approaches either received little empirical support, such as typological approaches (cf. van Dijk et al., 2012), or can be integrated with the CEM, such as the faultline approach (cf. van Knippenberg et al., 2004) and the contextual framework (cf. Joshi et al., 2011). While originally conceived as a model of work group diversity effects, there is nothing about the CEM that uniquely applies to work groups, and by implication, it may equally account for relational demography effects (cf. Guillaume, Dawson, et al., 2014) and organizational diversity effects (cf. Joshi et al., 2011). Thus, we review the workplace diversity literature through the lens of the CEM and examine to what extent the contingencies and processes stipulated by the model account for workplace diversity effects on performance, social integration, and employee well-being variables.

The CEM defines diversity as “differences between individuals on any attribute that might lead to the perception that another person is different from self” (van Knippenberg et al., 2004, p. 1008). The CEM holds that diversity enfolds its effects via two routes that interact with each other: intergroup bias flowing from social categorization processes and information-elaboration processes (van Knippenberg et al., 2004). Grounded in the social identity approach (Haslam, 2004; Hogg & Terry, 2000; Tajfel & Turner, 1986; Turner, Hogg, Oakes, Reicher, & Wetherell, 1987), the CEM defines social categorization in terms of people’s tendencies to categorize similar others and self into in-group and dissimilar others into out-group; intergroup bias refers to more favorable responses toward in-group than out-group. Information-elaboration is defined as the exchange, individual-level process, discussion, and integration of information and perspectives. Diversity is expected to undermine social integration, well-being, and performance through intergroup biases that are associated with negative affective-evaluative reactions to dissimilar others and enhance performance through information-elaboration.

The CEM suggests further that the extent to which diversity leads to positive or negative outcomes depends on three types of contingency factors: variables that render demographic differences salient, variables that engender or prevent intergroup bias, and variables that enhance or undermine information-elaboration. Building on self-categorization theory (Turner et al., 1987), social category salience is assumed to be a function of comparative fit (i.e., the extent to which the categorization results in between-category dissimilarity and within-category similarity), normative fit (i.e., the extent to which the categorization is meaningful), and cognitive accessibility (i.e., the ease to which the categorization comes to mind). In line with social identity theory (Tajfel & Turner, 1986), intergroup bias is proposed to be engendered by group members perceiving dissimilar others as a threat or challenge to a positive and distinct self-image and undermine social integration, performance, and well-being. Intergroup bias is suggested to disrupt information-elaboration and group member ability and motivation to process rich and diverse information to facilitate it. Information-elaboration is expected to enhance performance only in work groups performing tasks with a strong information-processing or decision-making component.

The social categorization processes and contingencies implied by the CEM are in line with relational demography theory, which argues that social categorization processes translate individual demographic dissimilarity into social integration outcomes and, in turn, well-being and performance outcomes (Chattopadhyay, Tluchowska, et al., 2004; Tsui & Gutek, 1999). Research in relational demography does not speak to information-elaboration processes but more recently has suggested that relational demography may under certain conditions motivate people to elaborate information more deeply (cf. Guillaume, Dawson, et al., 2014). Meanwhile, research has proposed that the CEM may also account for the effects of organizational diversity; organizational diversity may undermine organizational performance through lower relational coordination capabilities or social integration and enhance it through greater information-processing and decision-making capabilities (cf. Andrevski, Richard, Shaw, & Ferrier, 2014). Moreover, it has been suggested that the CEM can be taken to explain the effects of TMT diversity on organizational performance (cf. Joshi et al., 2011).
Thus, we argue that the contingencies associated with social categorization, intergroup bias, and information-elaboration processes proposed by the CEM account for workplace diversity effects on social integration, well-being, and performance-related outcomes at the individual, group, and organizational levels. Variables that affect these contingencies are likely to moderate workplace diversity effects. In the following sections, we probe these ideas by examining how strategy, unit design, leadership, HR practices, climate and culture, and individual differences moderate the relationship between workplace diversity with social integration, performance, and employee well-being-related variables.

**Strategy**

Research in workplace diversity examined the moderating effects of growth-oriented, stability-oriented, and customer-oriented strategies and environments that are characterized by change, instability, uncertainty, complexity, and customer demographic diversity. While strategy variables seem particularly relevant to explain the effects of organizational diversity, it has been argued that they can also be viewed as an important contextual factor for work groups because strategy defines the amount of emphasis and resources devoted to organizational tasks (Jehn & Bezrukova, 2004). Even so, we found only one study that examined strategy as a moderator of work group diversity effects and none that looked at relational demography; most research is in organizational diversity. On the basis of the CEM, we would expect that organizations operating in growth-oriented and customer-oriented strategic environments are likely to benefit from diverse employee populations because they might enhance the capacity of organizations to innovate and adapt, and better understand customer needs (cf. Cox, 1993). Moreover, because growth-oriented strategies are likely to promote openness towards new ideas and customer-oriented strategies tolerance towards a broader range of customers, they might promote the view that there is value-in-diversity (Jehn & Bezrukova, 2004; Richard, 2000) and facilitate social integration by eliminating intergroup bias and enhancing performance through more information-elaboration. In a similar vein, workplace diversity might benefit organizations operating in environments characterized by change, instability, uncertainty, complexity, and high customer demographic diversity.

**Work group diversity**

Jehn and Bezrukova (2004) investigated how customer-oriented, growth-oriented, and stability-oriented business strategies moderate the effects of work group diversity in terms of race, gender, functional background, age, level of education, and tenure on group performance and individual performance. No clear pattern of results emerged, and in most of the cases, strategy did not moderate the effects of work group diversity. One possible explanation for these findings might be that the range of the sample was too restricted; work groups that were sampled from the same organization and strategy is an organizational level variable that might vary very little within one organization.

**Organizational diversity**

Organizational strategy did moderate the effects of organizational diversity in the expected direction. Organizational diversity was positively related to organizational performance when organizations pursued a growth or innovation strategy but negatively when they had a low growth or low innovation strategy, or pursued a downsizing strategy (Dwyer, Richard, & Chadwick, 2003; Richard, 2000; Richard, McMillan, Dwyer, & Chadwick, 2003; Richard & Shelor, 2002). Similarly, Richard, Barnett, Dwyer, and Chadwick (2004) showed that entrepreneurial orientations that positively emphasized innovation and deemphasized risk-taking, positively moderated nonlinear relationships between organizational diversity in terms of gender and racial diversity with organizational performance. Relatedly, Cunningham (2009) observed that the positive effects of racial diversity on organizational performance were strengthened in organizations that had a pro-active diversity management strategy (i.e., diversity is valued, and diversity initiatives are incorporated in mission statement, policies, procedures, and practices).
The results for strategic environment variables were less clear. Supporting the idea that organizational diversity enhances organizational performance in growth-oriented strategic environments, two studies showed that organizational diversity in terms of race was indeed positively related to organizational performance in munificent environments (supporting sustained growth) but negatively in resource-scarce environments (undermining sustained growth; Andrevski et al., 2014; Richard, Murthi, & Ismail, 2007). In contrast, findings for the moderating role of conditions of environmental change on the temporal (tenure, age) and occupational (educational and occupational background) TMT diversity—performance relationship (Murray, 1989) and environmental instability on the racial diversity—productivity relationship (Richard et al., 2007), environmental uncertainty on the TMT demographic background—global strategic posture relationship (Cannella, Park, & Lee, 2008; Carpenter & Fredrickson, 2001) and strategic change on the TMT job-related and non-job-related diversity—performance relationship (Naranjo-Gil, Hartmann, & Maas, 2008), and the moderating effect of environmental complexity on TMT heterogeneity and Return on Assets (ROA) (Carpenter, 2002; Richard & Shelor, 2002) were inconclusive or not in the expected direction.

We found some support for the idea that organizational diversity might benefit organizations with a demographically diverse customer base. In one study, organizational racial/ethnic diversity was positively associated with sales performance in diverse but not in homogenous communities (Gonzalez, 2013). King et al. (2011) showed that the extent to which organizational demography in hospitals was representative of community demography had a positive effect on civility experienced by patients and organizational performance. Other studies found little support for the positive effects of employee–customer similarity in terms of race/ethnicity, age, and gender (Leonard, Levine, & Joshi, 2004) or the joint effects of racial diversity and community demographics on performance (Sacco & Schmitt, 2005).

Summary
Taken together, these findings suggest that growth-oriented and diversity management strategies positively moderate the effects of organizational diversity on performance. This is likely because these strategies might promote the view that there is value-in-diversity facilitating the elaboration of task relevant information and in turn leading to innovation and better decision-making. A downsizing strategy may undermine performance because it might engender threat rendering demographic differences salient and eliciting intergroup bias, which in turn might lead to lower social integration. That environmental variables including change, instability, uncertainty, and complexity produced mixed results may be accounted for by higher-order contingencies. We would expect that higher information-processing or better decision-making capabilities associated with greater workplace diversity should benefit organizations in such environments, but it may require a growth-oriented or diversity management strategy to unlock the positive effects of workplace diversity. The inconsistent findings for customer demographic diversity may also be accounted for by a higher-order interaction effect between workplace diversity, customer demographic diversity, and customer-oriented strategy: only when there is a customer-oriented strategy that encourages employees to see value-in-diversity will workplace diversity lead to a better understanding of a diverse customer base and in turn enhance performance. Little is known about what strategy variables might moderate the effects of work group diversity and relational demography. With the only study speaking to the issue (Jehn & Bezrukova, 2004) suffering from range restriction, it may well be that future studies that sample work groups from a wide range of organizations will find support for the idea that strategy moderates work group diversity and relational demography effects.

Unit design
Research examined a variety of unit characteristics as moderators of workplace diversity effects, which fell into three broad categories: compositional variables other than workplace diversity (e.g., demographics, type of diversity, faultline and subgroup strength, and size), task design (e.g., task characteristics, such as task complexity and task novelty; type of team; interdependence; collocation; autonomy; empowerment; decentralization; meeting informality; and decision support systems), and lifecycle/temporal variables (e.g., group member tenure, team
longevity, and time). Faultline strength (extent to which multiple demographic attributes align to form homogenous subgroups) and status differences that are often associated with membership in different demographic subgroups in organizations (e.g., women and non-white are often accorded lower status than men and White) have been linked to greater social category salience and intergroup bias and should thus lead to negative outcomes (van Knippenberg et al., 2004; see also Chattopadhyay, Tluchowska, et al., 2004). Similarly, size has been suggested to enhance social category salience (Wegge et al., 2008). On the basis of the CEM, it can be expected that diversity benefits in particular organizations and work groups that are concerned with innovation and complex tasks. Building on the contact hypothesis (Pettigrew, 1998), research in diversity has been arguing that interdependence (extent to which goal, reward, and task structures promote cooperation), collocation, and decision support systems may promote positive intergroup contact and invite information exchange and discussion and should therefore lead to positive outcomes (cf. van Knippenberg & Schippers, 2007). One may expect that autonomy, empowerment, decentralization, and possibly meeting informality (degree to which meetings are planned and structured) moderate workplace diversity effects positively because these factors are generally seen to facilitate participation and inclusion and might therefore eliminate intergroup bias and facilitate information-elaboration (cf. Avery, Wang, Volpone, & Zhou, 2013). Temporal and lifecycle variables, such as group member tenure, team longevity, and time, might positively moderate workplace diversity effects because it likely takes time to overcome stereotype-based impressions and uncover unique information, knowledge, and perspectives associated with workplace diversity (van Knippenberg & Schippers, 2007).

**Relational demography**

Research in relational demography provides support for the idea that the effects of relational demography on social integration and performance outcomes become less negative over time (Chatman & Flynn, 2001; see also Sacco & Schmitt, 2005) and when interdependence is high instead of low (for a meta-analysis, see Guillaume et al., 2012). Even so, the meta-analysis also reports a significant amount of variance unaccounted for by the moderator. One explanation for these findings might be that simple demographic attributes are often associated with subgroup status differences in organizations and might moderate the effects of demographic dissimilarity on work outcomes because identification with a work group dominated by high status but not low status group members allows group members to derive a positive social identity and enhance their self-esteem (Chattopadhyay, Tluchowska et al., 2004). This is generally corroborated by the evidence as far as social integration and well-being outcomes are concerned and as long as people’s actual belief systems about the permeability, stability, and legitimacy of the status hierarchy are taken into account as a moderator (Chattopadhyay, 2003) or when interpreting the results (e.g., Chatman & O’Reilly, 2004; Chattopadhyay, 1999; Chattopadhyay, Finn, & Ashkanasy, 2010; Chattopadhyay, George, & Shulman, 2008; Choi, 2013; Paletz, Peng, Maslach, & Erez, 2004; Tsui et al., 1992).

For performance outcomes, the effects are inconclusive (e.g., Joshi, Liao, & Jackson, 2006; Kirchmeyer, 1995; Paletz et al., 2004) even when three-way interactions between relational demography, demographic status, and work group or unit level diversity are taken into account (e.g., Brodbeck, Guillaume, & Lee, 2011; Elvira & Cohen, 2001; Joshi et al., 2006). Meanwhile, Avery et al. (2013) examined the moderating effect of gender dissimilarity on the empowerment–performance relationship and found, contrary to what one would expect, that relational demography is negatively related to individual empowerment and in turn individual performance when team empowerment is high instead of low. Relatedly, the effects of functional dissimilarity on involvement in decision-making were positive when power centralization was high and negative when it was low (Bunderson, 2003). A complicating factor in the relationship between relational demography and (performance) outcomes might be that interacting with demographically dissimilar others may not only inspire concerns for a positive social identity (cf. self-enhancement perspective; Chattopadhyay, Tluchowska, et al., 2004) but also increase uncertainty about how to interact with dissimilar others and motivate people to reduce the uncertainty (cf. uncertainty reduction perspective; Chattopadhyay, George, & Lawrence, 2004; Chattopadhyay, George, & Ng, 2011). Thus, high autonomy and low power centralization might have resulted in more uncertainty about how to interact with demographically dissimilar peers.
More recently, relational demography theory has therefore begun to integrate both perspectives with theories on self-regulation to clarify the conditions under which concerns for self-enhancement and uncertainty reduction might become more prevalent (Chattopadhyay, George, & Ng, 2015). Guillaume, van Knippenberg, and Brodbeck (2014) argued that contingent on status (cf. concerns for self-enhancement) demographic dissimilarity might promote self-regulatory behaviors aimed at reducing the uncertainty, and while this might enhance performance at lower and moderate levels, they suggested it decreases performance at higher levels (i.e., a curvilinear relationship) due to the increasing risk of self-regulatory failure. Supporting this notion, the authors found that cultural dissimilarity had a decreasingly positive effect on individual performance for low-status group members and an increasingly negative effect for high-status members, which was mediated by performance monitoring, a form of social self-regulation aimed at reducing uncertainty by meeting performance standards and peer expectations.

Work group diversity
Task characteristics were found to be important moderators of the effects of work group diversity on work group performance. In the most up-to-date meta-analysis on the performance effects of work group diversity, van Dijk et al. (2012) showed that demographic work group diversity was associated with more work group performance when the outcome was innovation or when the diversity characteristic was associated with task-relevant knowledge (which seems to be more likely the case for functional background, education, and tenure than other demographic diversity characteristics). Meanwhile, Díaz-García, González-Moreno, and Sáez-Martínez (2013) observed that although work group gender diversity was positively related to radical innovation, it did not promote incremental innovation in the same way, further corroborating the idea that the higher the degree of novelty of the task the more likely will work groups benefit from demographic diversity. Relatedly, findings by Wegge et al. (2008) support the idea that work group diversity may enhance performance (and health) particularly on complex tasks. The meta-analysis by van Dijk et al. (2012) found further that team size, type of diversity (i.e., separation, variety and disparity), study setting, industry setting, and team type did not moderate the effects of diversity on work group performance.

Workgroups can be composed so that multiple demographic attributes align to form faultlines (e.g., two female nurses/two male doctors) or cross-cut so that attributes are uncorrelated (e.g., male/female nurses, male/female doctors). While both types of diversity render demographic differences salient, faultlines but not cross-cutting categories engender intergroup bias: a recent meta-analysis found that demographic faultline strength is negatively related to social integration and, in turn, performance (Thatcher & Patel, 2011). Even so, other researches corroborate the notion that faultlines engender social categorization and render diversity more salient, but the effects on intergroup bias are moderated by situational variables that promote positive or negative views towards diversity (e.g., Homan, Greer, Jehn, & Koning, 2010; Homan et al., 2008). Similarly, research showed that strong faultlines stemming from large status differences between demographic subgroups in work groups undermine social cohesion and work group performance when intergroup relations between the subgroups in the wider social context are negative but enhance cohesion and performance when intergroup relations are positive (Leslie, 2014).

Earlier findings with regard to the moderating role of interdependence and time/team tenure have been inconclusive (van Knippenberg & Schippers, 2007). One explanation accounting for these inconsistent findings may be the reformulated contact hypothesis (Pettigrew, 1998), which can be taken to suggest that time/team tenure and interdependence interact with each other and lead to positive intergroup contact and thus more social integration and higher performance only in situations marked by equal status and “authorities, law, or customs” promoting positive views towards diversity and that it takes time for these positive effects to materialize. Indeed, Joshi and Roh’s (2009) meta-analytic findings point toward a three-way interaction between work group diversity, interdependence/team tenure, and unequal demographic subgroup status on group performance. Alternatively, interdependence might be beneficial only at earlier stages of group formation to overcome low levels of social integration. Mohammed and Angell (2004) found that team orientation (cf. interdependence) negatively moderated the effects of gender (but not ethnic) diversity on relationship conflict at time 1 but not any longer at time 2. Schippers, Den Hartog, Koopman, and
Wienk (2003) found a three-way interaction between work group diversity, group longevity, and outcome interdependence on satisfaction and commitment but not on performance.

Two studies examined the moderating role of team autonomy. Contrary to expectations, autonomy seems to be detrimental to the functioning of diverse teams. Rico, Molleman, Sánchez-Manzanares, and Van der Vegt (2007) found that strong-faultline teams performed worse and reported lower levels of social integration than did weak-faultline teams under high but not low team task autonomy conditions. Similarly, Molleman (2005) reported that team autonomy negatively moderated the effects of ability faultline strength on team cohesion and personality faultline strength on intra-team conflict but not the effects of demographic faultline strength. As with relational demography, these findings seem to point towards uncertainty as yet another mechanism by which work group diversity enfolds its effects. High levels of autonomy might increase uncertainty on how to interact with demographically dissimilar peers. Research showing that culturally diverse work groups outperform homogenous groups when they utilized a group decision support system (Daily, Whatley, Ash, & Steiner, 1996) might also be interpreted through the lens of an uncertainty reduction perspective. Group decision support systems facilitate group interaction and decision-making through individual idea generation and structured group idea evaluation, which might not only decrease intergroup bias and facilitate information-elaboration but also reduce the uncertainty by structuring interpersonal conduct.

Organizational diversity
At the organizational level, temporal variables produced mixed results: Choi and Rainey (2010) reported that gender diversity had a positive effect on performance when employees worked longer together but a negative effect for racial diversity and no effect for age diversity. Barkema and Shvyrkov (2007) found the relationship between TMT diversity (in terms of tenure/strong faultlines but not for education) and strategic innovation to be negatively moderated by overlapping team tenure (positive/negative at first then no effects). Boerner, Linkohr, and Kiefer (2011) showed that longevity moderated the effects of age, tenure, and educational and industry diversity on some but not all performance outcomes and in an inconclusive pattern. Richard, Ford, and Ismail (2006) observed a positive moderation of the organizational life cycle on the effect of racial and gender diversities on organizational performance (positive first then negative). Higher-order interaction effects might therefore be operating here too. As a case in point, Carpenter (2002) showed that team tenure moderated the effects of TMT diversity on firm performance negatively only when these firms were operating in hostile business environments. Further, we found support for task complexity and collocation moderating the effects of diversity on performance positively. Ali, Kulik, and Metz (2011) showed that organizational gender diversity produced (decreasingly) positive effects on employee productivity in the service industry (where more complex tasks requirements might benefit from diversity) but no effect in manufacturing (where less complex task requirements might benefit less from diversity), and Cannella et al. (2008) reported that the TMT functional diversity-firm performance (ROA) relation became more positive as the proportion of TMT members with offices in the same location increased.

Decentralization positively moderated the relationship between TMT diversity and firm performance (Boone & Hendriks, 2009; Richard & Shelor, 2002). Given higher decentralization implies less TMT autonomy because responsibility for decision-making is delegated downward and across organizational levels; this seems to echo our earlier findings for relational demography and work group diversity that autonomy and empowerment taken on their own may spawn negative diversity effects due to higher levels of uncertainty. In line with these ideas, van Knippenberg, Dawson, West, and Homan (2011) report that clear and shared objectives attenuated the negative effects of some TMT faultlines (gender*function, gender*tenure but not function*tenure, and gender*function*tenure) on firm productivity (but was unrelated to profitability), which may be taken to suggest that clear and shared goals are an effective mean to reduce the uncertainty. Meeting informality (degree to which meetings are planned and structured) produced mixed results, however (Tuggle, Schnatterly, & Johnson, 2010). Informality negatively moderated the effects of functional diversity on discussion of entrepreneurial issues but positively for output-oriented and industry background diversity and strong faultlines; no effects were found for tenure diversity and weak faultlines. Even so, when combined with high levels of involvement of racio-ethnic minorities, employee empowerment systems
positively moderated the racio-ethnic diversity—innovation relationship (Yang & Konrad, 2011). It might well be that such conditions foster the development of an organic social identity that promotes positive intergroup relations and clarifies interpersonal conduct satisfying people’s need for self-enhancement and uncertainty reduction (Haslam, Eggins, & Reynolds, 2003; Hornsey & Hogg, 2000a, 2000b).

Summary
We have found that faultlines, cross-categorization, and status differences between demographic subgroups render diversity salient. Cross-categorization was shown to prevent intergroup bias and facilitate social integration, performance, and well-being. Whether faultlines and subgroup status differences lead to intergroup bias and undermine social integration, performance and well-being seem to depend on whether situational variables promote negative or positive intergroup relations. Team size and type of diversity (i.e., separation, variety, and disparity) did not moderate the effects. Further, our findings show that for work group diversity task characteristics matter. Any type of demographic diversity in work groups can facilitate innovation but only when demographic diversity is associated with task-relevant knowledge does it enhance performance of teams performing complex tasks. Team type and industry setting do not seem to play a role. Little is still known as to whether these findings generalize to relational demography and organizational diversity effects. Supporting this notion, there is some evidence that relational demography might under certain conditions enhance creativity (e.g., Chatman et al., 1998; Choi, 2007) and, as we saw earlier, that demographic diversity may benefit organizations operating in growth-oriented strategic environments.

Considering higher-order contingency factors and nonlinear relationships seems also relevant: positive effects of diversity are likely to emerge only on knowledge-based and innovation tasks and when people have the ability and motivation to accomplish them; it may take demographically dissimilar people more time to coordinate their interactions and make effective use of their different Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities (KSA); and, when demographic differences are vast, they may exceed individuals’ capacity to self-regulate their behavior. We found some support for the idea put forward by the reformulated contact hypothesis (Pettigrew, 1998) that positive contact in work groups occurs only in situations marked by cooperative interdependence, equal subgroup status, and/or “authorities, law, or customs” promoting positive views towards diversity but that it takes time for the effects to materialize. A complicating factor here might be that subgroup status differences might not always have negative effects. Working in a group dominated by a high-status subgroup might motivate group effort of low-status subgroup members (cf. Chattopadhyay, Tluchowska, et al., 2004), and status differences when perceived as veridical, stable, and legitimate might enhance social integration and performance (van Dijk & van Engen, 2013).

An interesting finding is that situations characterized by autonomy may aggravate rather than alleviate negative workplace diversity effects: decision support systems, shared objectives, and clear roles suppress negative and facilitate positive workplace diversity effects. On a conceptual level, these findings imply that the CEM may have to accommodate more explicitly for the notion that diversity and dissimilarity not only raise concerns about maintaining a positive group identity but also lead to greater uncertainty about how to interact with demographically dissimilar peers (cf. Chattopadhyay et al., 2011). This may be taken to suggest that effective workplace diversity management does not only depend on structures that facilitate information-elaboration and positive intergroup contact but also reduce uncertainty. Next to clarifying roles (Dovidio, Gaertner, & Validzic, 1998), building a shared superordinate identity that allows people independent of their demographic background to derive a positive and distinct identity (Haslam et al., 2003; Hornsey & Hogg, 2000a, 2000b), and the use of decision support systems might be an effective means to reduce both intergroup bias and uncertainty and facilitate information-elaboration.

Human resource management practices
Relatively few studies have used HR practices as moderators of workplace diversity effects on social integration, well-being, and performance-related variables: in fact, just five papers were found in our search, four of which focused on the work group level and one on the organizational level. This is surprising as HR practices are seen as one
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of the keys to the effective management of workplace diversity, with the suggestion that the diverse groups and workforces are more likely to have positive outcomes when people management practices are designed to promote their benefits (cf. Avery & McKay, 2010).

Work group diversity
The only study that found a moderating effect sampled work groups from 35 organizations showing that the inverted curvilinear effects of higher tenure diversity on team innovation were attenuated with more team-oriented HR practices (i.e., teamwork training, team-based rewards, teamwork, feedback systems, and participation programs; Chi, Lin, & Huang, 2009). Ely (2004) sampling work groups from a single organization report that the level of participation in diversity education programs reduced the negative effects of gender diversity on one performance outcome (number of customer referrals) but not on other performance outcomes (sales revenue, customer satisfaction, sales productivity, and total performance) or the negative effects of race and gender diversity on these outcomes. Similarly, Jehn and Bezrukova (2004) sampled work groups from a single organization and found little support that HR practices (i.e., training-oriented and diversity-oriented HR practices) moderate the relationship between age, gender, race, tenure, functional, and educational diversity with individual and group performances and bonuses. Training-oriented but not diversity-oriented HR strategy attenuated the negative effects of education diversity on group performance and both training-oriented and diversity-oriented HR practices attenuated the negative effects of gender and educational diversity on bonuses. HR practices did not moderate any of the other relationships. Homan, Buengeler, Eckhoff, Van Ginkel, and Voelpel (2015) examined the interactive effects of diversity training, diversity beliefs and nationality diversity on team creativity in student teams. Based on the CEM, they instructed team members how to harness nationality diversity for team creativity. Results showed that diversity training (compared with control training) enhanced team creativity when team members held less positive diversity beliefs, and nationality diversity was high but undermined it when nationality diversity was low and had less impact when team members held positive diversity beliefs. Team efficacy mediated the effects.

Organizational diversity
The one paper that examined organizational level effects was a study by Choi and Rainey (2010) of the effects of demographic diversity on organizational performance, with diversity management practices as a moderator. The effects were inconclusive; perceptions of diversity management moderated the effects of racial diversity on organizational performance positively but did not moderate the effects of age and gender diversity. For objective diversity management (number of Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) complaints), gender diversity had a positive effect on performance when diversity was not managed effectively, while racial and age diversity were related positively to performance when diversity was managed effectively.

Summary
We found evidence that diversity training for teams building on the principles of the CEM enhances performance on a creativity task. Overall, however, these papers give little clear evidence for the nature of the moderating effects of HR practices on work group and organizational diversity effects on social integration, well-being, and performance. Nothing is known about the moderating effects of HR practices on relational demography effects. Clearly, this is an area where more research is needed. Next to identifying a broader range of specific HR practices (staffing, appraisal, rewards, and promotions; cf. Avery & McKay, 2010) that might moderate workplace diversity effects, we also need to better understand how these practices interact with each other. Research in high-performance HR management practices (Iverson, Zatzick, & McCrae, 2008) makes it clear that only synergistic and mutually reinforcing bundles of HR practices that are well aligned with an organization’s strategy enhance performance, innovation, and well-being.

On the basis of the CEM and more recent work on diversity mindsets (van Knippenberg, Van Ginkel, & Homan, 2013), we would expect that HR practices that build relational coordination capabilities are likely to promote social integration and well-being. HR practices that build information-processing and decision-making capabilities may
enhance innovation and decision-making quality. Because such capabilities are best developed in the context in which they are applied, collective or team-based trainings might be more effective than individual trainings. A complicating factor here might be that the extent to which HR practices are effective might depend on whether employees accept them. Future research might therefore want to consider employees’ attitudes (e.g., identification with HR practices) toward HR practices as a higher-order contingency factor. Further, diversity-related HR practices, such as diversity training, might lead to negative effects when workplace diversity is low as people might come to realize that they do not possess the necessary resources to succeed.

Leadership

Although leadership has been noted to be an important contextual variable to aid our understanding of the workplace diversity to outcome relationship (Joshi et al., 2011; van Knippenberg et al., 2004), a limited number of studies exist that have examined leadership as a moderator. Most of these studies examined work group diversity effects; very few looked at relational demography and organizational diversity effects. On the basis of the CEM, it would be expected that leadership will positively moderate workplace diversity effects on social integration, well-being, and performance-related variables when it fosters identification with the work group or organization and facilitates the elaboration and integration of differences in expertise and perspectives (Kearney & Gebert, 2009).

Relational demography

Research in relational demography examined supervisor facilitation, leader openness, and leader–follower similarity. Pelled, Xin, and Weiss (2001) reported that high levels of supervisor facilitation attenuated a negative relationship between tenure dissimilarity and conflict (task and emotion) but did not so for age dissimilarity. Troester and van Knippenberg (2012) observed that leader openness and leader–member similarity (nationality) were more positively related to leader-directed voice when relational demography was high rather than low (both mediated by psychological safety and affective commitment). This can be taken to suggest that relational demography effects are likely more positive when leaders are more similar to team members or high on openness.

Work group diversity

Most studies in work group diversity looked at transformational leadership finding in the majority of cases that diverse teams are better off with transformational leaders: Diversity was more positively or less negatively related to collective team identification and team performance (Kearney & Gebert, 2009), teams’ productive energy (Kunze & Bruch, 2010), and team creativity (Shin & Zhou, 2007). Even so, in one study transformational leadership did not reduce the negative effect of gender diversity on team commitment (Seong & Hong, 2013). Accounting for this inconsistent finding might be higher-order contingencies. Greer, De Hoogh, Den Hartog, and Homan (2012) found that the interactive effects of work group diversity were not only contingent on visionary leadership but also leaders’ tendency to categorize team members into in-group and out-group: when leaders exhibited high levels of visionary behavior and did categorize team members into in-groups and out-groups, ethnic team diversity was related negatively to team communication and team financial performance but positively when the leader did not.

Alternatively, heterogeneous and homogenous teams might benefit from different leadership styles, which might further depend on task requirements. Homan and Greer (2013) showed that diverse teams prefer a considerate leadership style and function more effectively when leader consideration is high instead of low. Somech (2006) reported that a participative but not a directive leadership style is positively associated with team innovation (through more team reflection) in high but not low functionally diverse teams; however, participative leadership decreased team in-role performance in high functionally diverse teams. Nishii and Mayer (2009) proposed that through the pattern of Leader-Member-Exchange (LMX) relationships that team leaders develop with followers, they influence inclusion and status differentials within groups such that high LMX with all group members safeguard against negative diversity effects. This notion was partially corroborated by their findings: Higher LMX (mean) decreased the positive
effects of tenure and demographic diversity on turnover. Higher LMX differentiation exacerbated the positive effects of tenure and demographic diversity on turnover. A three-way interaction between LMX (mean), LMX differentiation, and demographic (but not tenure) diversity on turnover was also found such that the interaction between demographic diversity and LMX differentiation was only significant when LMX mean was high. For work group performance, Stewart and Johnson (2009) found a different pattern of results: LMX differentiation was positively associated with work group performance when aggregate LMX was high (above the median); among less gender diverse groups, LMX differentiation was not associated with performance when aggregate LMX was high. No effects were found for functional diversity. One study looked at the joint effects of leader demographics and work group diversity on performance; leader gender but not leader ethnicity and tenure moderated the effects (Jackson & Joshi, 2004).

Organizational diversity

Shared experiences between leaders and team members lead to positive effects of TMT functional diversity on firm performance (Buyl, Boone, Hendriks, & Matthyssens, 2011) and attenuated negative effects of TMT tenure diversity on combat performance (Soojin, Keunyoung, Seokho, & Sungzoon, 2013). Choi (2013) observed opposite to what had been expected that supervisors’ support weakened the positive relationship between managerial diversity and job satisfaction, suggesting that in organizations that maintain greater support from supervisors, managerial diversity is less strongly positively related to job satisfaction of employees.

Summary

Research corroborates the idea that transformational leadership (and related behaviors such as leadership consideration and participative leadership) safeguards against negative work group diversity effects on social integration variables and facilitates performance on knowledge and innovation tasks. Even so, as leaders may have a tendency to categorize group members into in-groups and out-groups and develop transformational relationships only with in-group members, future research might want to consider next to transformational leadership (or related leadership behaviors) other variables that facilitate inclusive leadership behavior (e.g., leader openness, leader diversity beliefs, and leader empathy). Such variables might also account for the inconsistent effects of LMX differentiation; differentiated LMX relationships in diverse work groups might facilitate social integration, performance, and well-being as long as they are perceived to be based on fair and equal treatment of all group members. Little is still known whether these findings generalize to relational demography and organizational diversity.

In light of recent calls to develop more clearly defined and empirical distinct leadership concepts (van Knippenberg & Sitkin, 2013), one may argue on the basis of the CEM that effective leadership of diverse work groups needs to serve two functions: building an inclusive superordinate identity that facilitates positive intergroup contact and promoting a thorough consideration of all available task-relevant resources to encourage information-elaboration. Accordingly, leadership that promotes positive intergroup contact, advocates for diversity as an informational resource, stimulates information-elaboration, and engenders team reflexivity might turn out to be an effective means to manage workplace diversity (van Knippenberg et al., 2013). A complicating factor here might be leader–follower demographic dissimilarity as it may render leaders, in particular those with a low-status demographic background, less prototypical. More research into how dissimilar leaders can establish their group prototypicality thus seems also important (cf. Rast, Gaffney, Hogg, & Crisp, 2012).

Climate and culture

Research in workplace diversity suggests that through their persuasive effects on individual, group, and organizational behaviors, climate and culture variables can both, safeguard against the negative effects of workplace diversity on social integration outcomes and performance by eliminating intergroup bias and enhance performance in demographically diverse work groups working on innovation and complex tasks by facilitating information-elaboration.
The studies we found examined a wide range of culture and climate variables as moderators; most of these studies looked at work group diversity.

Relational demography

Relational demography effects on productivity and creativity (Chatman et al., 1998) as well as individual cooperative behaviors (Chatman & Spataro, 2005) were found to be more positive in work groups that had a collectivistic instead of an individualistic culture. In a related way, supportive (diversity) climate was found to negatively moderate the effects of gender dissimilarity (but not racial/ethnic dissimilarity) on intention to quit but have no effect on organizational commitment or identification (Gonzalez & DeNisi, 2009). They also report a three-way interaction between racial/ethnic dissimilarity, race/ethnicity, and diversity climate on intention to quit with Hispanics more likely to leave when they are dissimilar and when the diversity climate is favorable. However, in another study, supportive climate did not moderate an inverse curvilinear relationship between racial diversity and social support (Bacharach, Bamberger, & Vashdi, 2005).

Work group diversity

Trust, psychological safety, and related variables were found to promote positive interpersonal relations and prevent negative performance effects in demographically diverse work groups. Trust attenuated the negative effects of functional diversity on performance (when rated by managers but not by the team) (Peters & Karren, 2009). Psychological safety enhanced the performance in diverse organizational communities of practice (Kirkman, Cordery, Mathieu, Rosen, & Kukenberger, 2013) and attenuated negative diversity effects (both in geography and nationality) in aerospace design teams (Gibson & Gibbs, 2006). Perceived interpersonal injustice (but not other forms of injustice) moderated the effect of faultline strength on anxiety and depression (Bezrukova, Spell, & Perry, 2010); when people perceived low instead of high injustice, the positive effects of weak faultlines on anxiety and depression were reduced. Fay, Borrill, Amir, Haward, and West (2006) observed that better team processes (measured with the Team Climate Inventory; Anderson & West, 1998) in terms of vision, participation safety, task orientation, and interaction frequency in teams meant that there was a positive effect of professional diversity on innovation, but where team processes were poor, there was no link.

Mindsets that facilitate information-elaboration have also been found to be important. Kooij-de Bode, van Knippenberg, and van Ginkel (2008) report that ethnically diverse groups benefit from instructions emphasizing information integration in particular when dealing with distributed information. Gibson, Lim, Luciano, and Choi (2013) observed that tenure diversity positively influenced individual knowledge (and subsequently creativity) at high levels of knowledge sharing but negatively at low levels. Similarly, perspective taking was found to positively moderate the relationship between diversity of perspectives and team creativity (Hoever, van Knippenberg, van Ginkel, & Barkema, 2012). Richter, van Knippenberg, Hirst, and Baer (2012) examined the effects of functional diversity on individual creativity in Research and Development (R&D) teams; they found an important role of “knowledge of who knows what”. As knowledge of who knows what increases, the effect of diversity on creativity increases as long as creative self-efficacy is high (a three-way interaction).

One study spoke to the idea that work group diversity might also evoke uncertainty and that clear norms of interpersonal conduct might reduce it. Goncalo, Chatman, Duguid, and Kennedy (2014) showed in two group experiments that the norm to be politically correct promotes rather than suppresses team member creativity by reducing the uncertainty they experience in mixed-sex work groups. This corroborates our earlier findings that uncertainty reduction might be yet another process through which diversity unfolds its effects. In contrast, the findings for the moderating role of team coordination was inconclusive; it moderated the diversity–performance link for different types of diversity (national, functional, and gender) but not in a consistent direction (the effect of functional diversity becoming more positive as coordination increases but the others becoming more negative; Zoogah, Vora, Richard, & Peng, 2011).

Surprisingly, only two studies examined the moderating role of diversity climate and climate for inclusion. Nishii (2013) reported that an inclusive climate reduces the negative effect of gender (but not age, tenure, and education)
Organizational diversity

Research in organizational diversity looked at support, justice, positive debate, and cooperation climate variables. Choi (2013) found that racial/ethnic diversity in managerial teams was negatively related to job satisfaction but that this effect was lessened in agencies that maintain higher levels of justice and support for subordinates but enhanced in agencies with a positive diversity climate. Similarly, Gonzalez and DeNisi (2009) found that both racial/ethnic and gender diversity had a negative association with productivity and Return On Investment (ROI) under adverse diversity climate conditions, but the effect was positive under favorable conditions. Diversity had an inverse U-shaped relationship with productivity and return on profit when diversity climate was supportive but U-shaped when not. Positive debate processes in functionally and educationally diverse teams enhanced profit but not sales (and there was no effect with tenure diversity; Simons, 1995), while collaborative behavior alongside information exchange in functionally diverse TMTs was found to enhance firm sales performance (Boone & Hendriks, 2009). Results for the moderating role of cooperation and results-oriented cultures were inconclusive (Choi & Rainey, 2010): cooperation positively moderated the effects of racial but not gender or age diversity on performance in US federal agencies, and high results-oriented cultures positively moderated the effects of age but not racial or gender diversity on performance.

Summary

There are two types of moderators that appear to have positive impacts on the effects of diversity across multiple studies: (shared) perceptions of psychological safety/trust/justice promoting social integration and well-being via positive intergroup contact and (shared) perceptions that encourage information sharing and integration enhancing performance on complex tasks through information-elaboration. We found little support for the moderating role of diversity climate, however. This is in line with recent calls to move beyond diversity climate and focus on diversity mindsets instead (van Knippenberg et al., 2013). Diversity mindsets clarify diversity-related goals and procedures how to achieve these goals with the two main goals being the elimination of intergroup bias and, if the task demands, facilitation of information-elaboration. These mindsets are thought to positively moderate the effects of diversity when they are accurate, shared, and when there is awareness of sharedness. As such, diversity mindsets might also be an effective means to reduce social uncertainty in diverse work groups by clarifying interpersonal conduct.

Results for cooperative values and norms, such as cooperation/collectivism, were mixed in particular for studies on work group and organizational diversity. One explanation for these inconsistent findings could be that simply promoting cooperative norms and values may at times suppress apparent differences between demographic subgroups and aid little in resolving conflicted intergroup relations let alone promote information-elaboration. In contrast, political correctness norms that clarify interpersonal conduct between demographic subgroups were found to positively moderate the effects of diversity on performance on a creativity task. As per our earlier arguments, an effective diversity culture is therefore likely one that allows all employees independent of their demographic background to derive a positive and distinct social identity and clarifies norms of interpersonal conduct (Haslam et al., 2003; Hornsey & Hogg, 2000a, 2000b).

Individual differences

Differences in individual psychological factors are obvious targets for research into moderation of the relations of diversity and organizational outcomes. Indeed, the CEM (van Knippenberg et al., 2004) suggests that individual
differences moderate the effects of workplace diversity on intergroup bias (e.g., stereotypes, diversity beliefs, attitudes, and values) as well as information-elaboration (e.g., intelligence, task-specific knowledge, skills, and abilities, communication skills, and individual differences in information-processing motivation). Thus, we would expect that the effects of workplace diversity on social integration, well-being and performance-related variables are contingent on these individual differences. We could identify no studies examining individual difference moderators of organizational diversity effects, and so we restrict our review to relational demography and work group diversity.

Relational demography

Personality variables moderated relational demography effects on social integration and performance outcomes. Flynn, Chatman, and Spataro (2001) reported that demographically dissimilar people high on Extraversion and self-monitoring traits were perceived less negatively; favorable impression formation, in turn, was positively related to social integration and individual performance. Stereotypes also moderated the effects of relational demography on health outcomes. Liebermann, Wegge, Jungmann, and Schmidt (2013; see also Avery, McKay, & Wilson, 2007) reported that the relationship between age dissimilarity and health was negative for older and younger workers who held less favorable age stereotypes towards age dissimilar others but unrelated for those holding more favorable age stereotypes. We also found that the need for uncertainty reduction of group members moderated the effects of race dissimilarity on group cohesiveness but not for gender dissimilarity and other outcomes, such as identification and liking, (Goldberg, Riordan, & Schaffer, 2010) lending some support to the idea that relational demography might not only evoke concerns for a positive and distinct social identity but also for uncertainty reduction.

Work group diversity

In studies on individual differences as moderators of work group diversity, the effects of aggregated individual differences are usually examined with respect to team-level outcomes. We found that Openness positively moderated the effects of salient faultlines on information-elaboration and team performance in diverse teams performing a decision-making task (Homan et al., 2008). Greater need for cognition (tendency to engage in cognitive activity) enhanced collective team identification, information-elaboration, and team performance in diverse teams performing knowledge-based tasks (Kearney et al., 2009). Pro-diversity beliefs enhanced information-elaboration and work group performance in diverse teams that worked on a task with a strong information processing component (Homan, Van Knippenberg, et al., 2007). Similarly, other studies showed that work group diversity had more positive effects on social integration outcomes (van Dick, van Knippenberg, Hägele, Guillaume, & Brodbeck, 2008; van Knippenberg, Haslam, & Platow, 2007), information-elaboration (van Dick et al., 2008), and creativity (Nakui, Paulus, & Van Der Zee, 2011) when group members hold pro-diversity beliefs. Diversity beliefs also lead work group members to construe diversity in terms of individual differences rather than subgroups (Homan, Van Kleef, De Dreu, & van Knippenberg, 2007).

Nederveen Pieterse, van Knippenberg, and van Dierendonck (2013) found in two studies that cultural diversity is more positive for information-elaboration and, in turn, team performance with higher learning approach orientation (motivation to learn and improve) and lower performance avoidance orientation (motivation to avoid failure and negative evaluation). Relatedly, Meyer and Schermuly (2012) found a three-way interaction between diversity beliefs, task motivation, and faultlines (in terms of gender, age, and educational background). Only when group members hold pro-diversity beliefs and had high task motivation were faultlines positively related to team performance. Further, creative self-efficacy facilitated creativity in diverse teams with greater informational resources and when groups member had knowledge of who knows what (Richter et al., 2012), and group efficacy positively moderated the effects of gender diversity on group performance but not on social integration (Lee & Farh, 2004). Moreover, we found one study that examined the moderating effect of social competence. Meyer, Schermuly, and Kauffeld (2015) showed that social competence buffers against the negative effects of faultlines on social loafing behavior in work groups.
Summary
Our findings suggest that (aggregated) individual differences are important moderators of relational demography and work group diversity effects. Openness, need for cognition, learning goal orientation, and diversity beliefs were found to promote social integration via positive intergroup contact and enhance performance through information-elaboration in demographically diverse work groups performing tasks with a strong informational and decision-making component in particular. Extroversion, self-monitoring, and positive stereotypes were shown to safeguard against negative affective-evaluative responses towards demographically dissimilar group members and, in turn, prevent lower social integration. With respect to personality traits, beyond Openness to Experience, research on the moderating effects of the Big Five remains underdeveloped. As Conscientiousness, Agreeableness, and Emotional Stability are also likely to aid individuals and teams in exploiting and coping with demographic differences (because Agreeableness and Emotional Stability may promote positive interpersonal relations, and Conscientiousness may facilitate information-elaboration), future research should examine whether these factors also moderate workplace diversity effects on social integration, well-being, and performance. Further, it would be interesting to examine whether need for structure and tolerance of ambiguity moderate the effects of workplace diversity as they might influence how people cope with uncertainty. Recent perspectives on personality development and change (Woods et al., 2013) also invites longitudinal intervention research to examine the interactive effects of demographic diversity with change in individual differences (at individual and workgroup levels) over time on performance and other outcomes. Earlier conceptual work has identified intelligence, general, and task-related KSAs, communication skills, and individual differences in group members’ motivation to work with the group as important moderators of workplace diversity effects based on the notion that they enhance either performance on complex tasks via more information-elaboration or facilitate social integration (van Knippenberg et al., 2004). We did find some support for the moderating role of social competence, task motivation, and self-efficacy, but this is clearly an area where more research is needed. Task-related and team-related KSAs as well as variables influencing people’s prosocial and epistemic motivation seem to be important in this regard.

Directions for Future Research
Our review confirms earlier findings that main effect approaches are not suited to explain the effects of workplace diversity on social integration, performance, and well-being-related variables. In line with the CEM (van Knippenberg et al., 2004), we found across levels that workplace diversity was positively related to performance when the task had strong information-processing and decision-making components and when the moderating variables could be associated with eliminating intergroup bias and facilitating information-elaboration. While there were hardly any studies that examined the effects of organizational diversity on social integration and the effects of workplace diversity (organizational diversity, work group diversity, and relational demography) on well-being, our findings support the idea put forward by the CEM that moderating variables that eliminate intergroup bias might safeguard against the negative effects of workplace diversity on social integration, performance, and well-being. As only a few studies actually examined the underlying mechanisms at the individual and organizational levels, our review can of course not prove that the processes identified by the CEM account for the effects of workplace diversity across all levels. Even so, there is strong evidence that the CEM accounts for the effects of workplace diversity at the group level, and we believe that the model has great promise to explain the effects of workplace diversity at the organizational and individual levels.

Our findings also highlight in particular in the area of relational demography that workplace diversity might enfold its effects not only via intergroup bias and information-elaboration but also through uncertainty reduction (Chattopadhyay et al., 2011; Guillaume et al., 2014). We found that people who are demographically dissimilar experience greater uncertainty about how to interact with dissimilar others and future research might therefore want...
to examine how this process that has mainly been investigated at the individual level can be integrated with the CEM and unfolds at the group and organizational levels. Echoing earlier findings (Joshi et al., 2011), we encountered few studies that examined the effects of workplace diversity in a multilevel framework, and it would be interesting to see more work that examines how the different types of workplace diversity (relational demography, work group diversity, and organizational diversity) interact with each other and unfold their effects across levels. Our arguments so far point towards a homologous multilevel theory involving parallel relationships between parallel constructs at different levels of analysis (Kozlowski & Klein, 2000). However, this might turn out to be an oversimplification, and the proposed underlying processes might materialize and unfold in different ways at the individual, group, and organizational levels.

Next to advancing research on the different types of moderator variables independently from each other as discussed earlier, our findings also raise interesting questions as to how the different types of moderator variables are interrelated (Figure 1). A better understanding of these interrelationships might help future research to develop an integrative diversity management framework and better explain when workplace diversity yields positive outcomes. In line with previous work (e.g., Avery & McKay, 2010; van Knippenberg et al., 2013; Guillaume et al., 2014), we would expect that climate is likely to be the most proximal moderator of workplace diversity effects as it captures how things are carried out in a work group or organization (Schneider, Ehrhart, & Macey, 2013). We

![Figure 1. Proposed moderators of workplace diversity effects on social integration, performance, and well-being-related variables](Image)
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found little support for the idea that generic diversity climate are effective means to manage diversity. Instead, effective diversity climate is likely context specific and might have to clarify diversity-related goals and procedures how to achieve them and to be most effective might have to be accurate, shared, and there might have to be awareness of sharedness (cf. van Knippenberg et al., 2013).

In line with the authors, we would argue that leadership is likely to play a key role in creating such climates through advocating diversity as an informational resource, stimulating information-elaboration, promoting positive intergroup contact, and engendering team reflexivity. Strategy is likely to inform diversity-related goals and procedures and might determine the allocation of resources to carry out these goals. Depending on whether the organization's strategy is to harness diversity as an informational resource or only promote equality and fairness, diversity mind-sets aimed at facilitating information-elaboration and/or reducing intergroup bias are likely to ensue. HR practices might also play an important role in developing diversity mind-sets as recruitment, selection, training, appraisal, reward, and promotion practices might enable and motivate employees to develop and apply relational coordination and information/decision-making capabilities. Further, the impact of leadership, strategy, and HR practices on diversity climate will likely be exacerbated when they are well aligned.

The effects of leadership, strategy, and HR practices on climate might also be contingent on unit design variables, individual differences, and organizational culture. Facilitating information-elaboration might be particularly relevant on creative and decision-making tasks and when diversity is associated with task-relevant knowledge. Cross-cutting demographic subgroups, clear roles and objectives, a veridical, stable, and legitimate status hierarchy, and knowledge management systems will likely amplify the positive effects of leadership, strategy, and HR practices on climate as they might facilitate positive intergroup relations and clarify interpersonal conduct. Strategy-clarifying diversity-related goals and objectives, leadership advocating diversity as an informational resource, and HR interventions targeting employees' KSAs and motivation might be most effective at the beginning of a task cycle, leadership that facilitates positive intergroup relations and information-elaboration might be most effective during the midpoint, and interventions targeting learning and reflexivity might be most effective at the endpoint (cf. Hackman & Wageman, 2005). The degree to which people are able and motivated to establish positive intergroup relations and elaborate information likely also depends on their diversity beliefs, personality, task and team-related KSAs, and prosocial and epistemic motivation. Likewise, culture might moderate the effects. When there is a superordinate identity that allows all employees independent of their background to derive a positive and distinct identity leadership, strategy, and HR practices are more likely to be accepted (Haslam et al., 2003; Hornsey & Hogg, 2000a, 2000b).

### Practical Implications

The importance of research influencing practice in the discipline can hardly be greater in any area than in this. Ensuring that we create conditions that enable diversity to be a benefit rather than a hindrance in work communities is vital in human as well as organizational terms. An overriding important practical implication arising from the CEM and the findings of our review is the recognition that demographic differences need to be effectively managed if they are not to lead to lower social integration, performance, and well-being. Given the theoretical importance of the distinction between social categorization and intergroup bias, it would be wise to raise awareness in diverse organizations of these two processes, and the fact that they are not necessarily overlapping. Where employees clearly understand these two processes and their differential outcomes, it may be more likely that the benefits of diversity will accrue. It is also important to recognize that demographic differences are associated with better performance and higher levels of innovation when associated with task-relevant knowledge and where there is a clear requirement for growth and team or organizational innovation.
Our findings (Table 1) imply that well-designed teams and organizations are important to manage diversity effectively. Making certain that teams and groups are created in organizations with clear objectives and roles and making knowledge management systems available is important for ensuring that diversity can be harnessed as an informational resource. Eliminating status differences between demographic subgroups that are not based on merit and building teams and groups in which demographic attributes do not overlap with functional roles is essential to facilitate social integration, performance, and employee well-being. Beyond diversity training for teams building on the principles of the CEM, we found little evidence that HR practices facilitate positive outcomes of workplace diversity. This is not to say that HR practices are unimportant but that more research is needed to identify those selection, appraisal, rewards, and promotion practices as well as leadership development activities that promote the building of relational coordination and information-processing/decision-making capabilities within demographically diverse organizations. Among the studies of individual differences that we

Table 1. Empirically supported moderators of workplace diversity effects on social integration, performance, and well-being-related variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Social integration and well-being</th>
<th>Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cross-categorization (+)</td>
<td>Growth-oriented strategy (+)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faultlines (−)</td>
<td>Innovation strategy (+)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faultlines*diversity beliefs/openness (+)</td>
<td>Downsizing strategy (−)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unequal subgroup status*permeable, stable, legitimate status hierarchy (low status: +, high status: −)</td>
<td>Diversity management strategy (+)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unequal subgroup status*positive intergroup relations (+)</td>
<td>Munificent environments (+)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR practices</td>
<td>Decision-making tasks (+)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversity training*diversity beliefs (negative beliefs/high diversity: +)</td>
<td>Complex tasks when diversity is associated with task-relevant knowledge and expertise (+)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclusive (transformational) leadership (+)</td>
<td>Innovation and creativity tasks (+)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leader openness (+)</td>
<td>Decision-making tasks (+)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leader–follower similarity (+)</td>
<td>Cross-categorization (+)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate/culture</td>
<td>Faultlines (−)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate for justice (+)</td>
<td>Faultlines*diversity beliefs/openness (+)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological safety (+)</td>
<td>Unequal subgroup status*positive intergroup relations (+)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust (+)</td>
<td>Autonomy (−)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual differences</td>
<td>Clear roles and shared objectives (+)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extraversion (+)</td>
<td>Decision support systems (+)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-monitoring (+)</td>
<td>Diversity training*diversity beliefs (negative beliefs/high diversity: +)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Openess (+)</td>
<td>Inclusive (transformational) leadership (+)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversity beliefs (+)</td>
<td>LMX (+)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need for cognition (+)</td>
<td>LMX differentiation (−)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative stereotypes (−)</td>
<td>Leader openness (+)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leader–follower similarity (+)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate/culture</td>
<td>Team climate for innovation (+)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological safety (+)</td>
<td>Political correctness (+)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust (+)</td>
<td>Knowledge sharing/integration norms and mindsets (+)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual differences</td>
<td>Openness (+)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extraversion (+)</td>
<td>Diversity beliefs (+)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-monitoring (+)</td>
<td>Learning goal orientation (+)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Openess (+)</td>
<td>Need for cognition (+)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversity beliefs (+)</td>
<td>Creative self-efficacy*KWKW (+)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need for cognition (+)</td>
<td>Diversity beliefs*task motivation (+)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative stereotypes (−)</td>
<td>Social competence (+)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HR, human resource; KWKW, knowledge of who knows what.
reviewed, variables, such as positive attitudes about and beliefs towards diversity, as well as personality-related variables, such as openness and learning goal orientations, all influence effects of workplace diversity positively. Task and team-related competencies and motivation were also found to be relevant. These are all obvious targets for employee learning and development to encourage attitudes, beliefs, and working styles and behavior that would promote positive outcomes of workplace diversity.

Our findings also highlight the importance of leadership. Leaders, who are participative and inclusive in their approaches, offer inspiring visions, show individualized consideration, and encourage those they lead to engage with their tasks effectively, create the conditions where diversity benefits accrue. This is undermined where leaders show clear biases in relations with those they lead. Equally, the research suggests the value of ensuring that teams, groups, and departments are encouraged to create a climate of equality in relations between team members and to ensure that leaders and authority figures emphasize the value of diversity, civility, and mutual respect. Furthermore, the research on information-elaboration implies that climates where listening and learning from each other are emphasized are likely to produce work groups and organizations that have positive diversity outcomes. While we found little support for the moderating role of organizational cultures, we would expect that future research will show that organizational cultures in which all employees independent of their demographic background can derive a positive and distinct identity contribute to the creation of diversity environments that ensure the benefits rather than the dysfunctions of diversity accrue.
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